The 15 min pc shown in Fig. 2 is then probably a ground-level manifestation of the geotail oscillations which had previously produced the plasma bunches responsible for the 'qua+periodic emission'.
The complexity of phenomena involved in the interaction between a spacecraft and its environmental space plasma are well recognized. Attempts to study aspects of these phenomena and effects were undertaken in the last decade mainly from the theoretical point of view (a detailed review including an extensive bibliography is given by Gurevich et al."') However, the present situation is still controversial in various respects. There is some doubt as to the relative importance of various principal plasma parameters in defining the characteristics of the disturbed zone around satellites, and there is also some controversy as to the signilican~ and reality of assumptions, both physical and mathematical, used in the numerous theories. Attempts to study the disturbed zone via in situ observations were also made by Samir") but these observations are a priori bound to be fragmentary in nature. No space mission has ever been launched with wake studies as the principal experimental objective. The available in situ observations consist of studies made by using different plasma probes namely, planar and cylindrical Langmuir probes and multigrid retarding potential analyzer. The data was obtained from satellites of a variety of shapes and sizes which were launched at different times during the 1960's and into orbits with different perigee/apogee altitudes. Despite these difliculties, the available in situ observations are very valuable and were used partly to examine various theories.".s)
With the possible experimental openings in future Space Shuttle/Skylab/Space Station missions to be launched in the late 1970's and 1980's, the scientitically fundamental problem of the characteristics of the zone of disturbance around a spacecraft has been renewed and is now of growing interest.
It, therefore, becomes clear that laboratory simulation (important and of scientific interest in their own right) should be considered as a complementary study to the future space effort. We have, therefore, embarked on an extensive program in which different aspects of spacecraft-space plasma interactions will be studied utilizing standard probes and at the same time engaging in the development of new methods and techniques. Laboratory simulation studies have been performed during the 1960's and Refs. (4-6) represent some of the more recent publications.
Our experimental studies are performed in a plasma wind tunnel at the Space Sciences Laboratory of Marshall Space Flight Center. (I) -At present, the-above facility is able to investigate phenomena over-the following range of conditions: drift velocity, 9-500 km/set; density, lOPlOp cm-a; T,, 700-30,OOO"K. This range will be extended. The plasma source is a Kaufman-type ion thruster, which operates on N, gas with an emissive tungsten wire neutralizer, and provides a steady plasma beam. Two dimensional mappings of the flow field have been obtained. It would not be impossible to obtain three dimensional mappings.
It is well known that the characteristics of the zone of disturbance created by the spacecraft motion depends on plasma parameters such as R,/A,, T/T+, e4,/kT, and V,/l/2kT.lM,,
where Ri = radius of the e spacecraft, A, = the Debye length, V, = spacecraft velocity, T, and T+ = electron and ion temperatures, respectively, IV+ = ionic mass, 4, = spacecraft potential with respect to the ambient space plasma.
*If the geomagnetic field is included, then parameters such as' the ion and electron Larmor radii with respect to R. and R, (probe radius) should be considered. The structure of the disturbed zone also depends on the geometry, size, and surface materials of the spacecraft.
Sin$e body'satellites cannot, apriori, map the entire zone of disturbance behind the body. This is due to the fact that probes are mounted on the satellite surfaces and/or on small booms. A laboratory simulation study can, however, map the entire zone of disturbance behind the body.
An example showing some preliminary results of the collisionless flow pattern over a conducting sphere is presented in Fig. 1 . This figure presents transverse ion profiles at various positions along the wake axis (r/R,,) where r is the distance along the wake axis downstream and R, = 3 cm. The data were taken with a shielded Faraday cup. The plasma parameters for these axial/transverse profiles are:
R,&, = 0.8, and
The closest distance of the ion probe to the sphere (downstream) in terms of normalized distance (r/R,) is N 0.07. At this noint. the 'vallev' in the transverse profile shows no detectable positive current. Proceeding downstream, we Observe the wake to become filled &with ions. From (r/R,) =-14.8, an ion increase in thz wake (on the axis) is clearly seen reaching its maximum at about (r/R,) = 20 and then splitting into two peaks which finally diffuse in the far-wake zone. The finite length of the tunnel did not allow the observation of the precise location of total diffusion into the ambient plasma.
A physical explanation to the flow behavior shown in Fig. 1 can be in terms of 'two converging ion streams'. This is of interest because of the low density and collisionless plasma regime in the tunnel. A similar case was treated theoretically in great detail by Taylor,ol and our results are in accord with Taylor's model. Interpreting our results in terms of two streams in a highly rarefied collisionless plasma has a bearing on flow concepts used in magnetospheric physics.
It is of interest to determine quantitatively the variation of the 'crossing point' zone of the two streams in the wake as a function of negative body potential ($3. An example of such a dependence is shown in Fig. 2 . The range of 4, covered in volts is 0.5 _< 4, I 9-O. It is clearly seen that as the potential on the sphere becomes more negative with respect to the environmental plasma, the 'focusing' effect becomes stronger. The most significant part of the depleted-wake becomes shorter and converges toward the sphere. It is also seen from Fig. 2 that the effect of body potential on the two-stream focusing exhibits an exponential dependence. This is obviously not in agreement with the 'neutral approximation' often used in theoretical studies; i.e. assuming the ion motion to behave in a manner similar to the neutral particle motion. 
+
'2~3~Y-- Although this particular example does not simulate specifically the satelliteionosphere interaction, it is relevant to highly hypersonic flows over rockets at altitudes above the F2 region of the ionosphere. The conditions e$./kT. % -5 is realistic and relevant to a variety of rapidly moving bodies in space, and (R,/ &J E 1 is realistic for probes mounted on booms onboard aeronomy satellites and for small vehicles. We do not know of any study which presents such a detailed structure especially in the region where the two streams converge.
